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Our Venom Xtreme HD, (High Density Brass), is the most innovative 

Archery Finger Tab on the market.  Combining all of the features of 

the Venom Xtreme finger tab with the High Density of Brass  

components.   

 

A 1/8 inch CNC Black Powder Coated Brass Plate, 3/8 inch thick 

Black Powder Coated Brass Palm Pad, Stainless Steel Buckle, and 

Stainless Steel Palm Pad Bracket makes this tab one of the heaviest 

on the market. 

 

In addition, this tab is engineered for an optional add on Brass  

Modular Weight Plate, (See Photo).  This allows the archer to add 

one, two, or even three plates to customize the weight and feel of this 

tab. 

 

Only available from Black Mamba Archery. 

Modular Brass 

Weight Plate 



The Venom Xtreme is our most versatile finger tab in the BMA Venom line of tabs. This tab was 

developed with more options to allow for maximum customization for the archer.  The tab plate 

has an added slot to allow the archer to choose from up to SIX different strap 

options.  

 

To improve on the strap system, the transition slots for the two bottom fingers have an increased 

radius providing a smoother surface for the strap to glide over allowing better adjustment and 

ultimately a tighter and more secure attachment to the archers hand. 

 

Included with The Venom Xtreme Tab; is our newly 

Engineered, AXIOS Finger Spacer.  The most  

advanced spacer on the market.  Available in 

three sizes: Short, Medium, and Long. 

 

Also included is our three dimensional Palm Pad,  

with adjustments up and down, back and forth,  

and in and out.  

 

In addition to X, Y, and Z axis adjustments, the  

Offset triangular Palm Pad can be rotated for three  

different angles on one side and flipped over for  

three more.  Six possible angles with an infinite  

number of positions.  

 

Truly, the only fully customizable Palm Pad on the market.  

AXIOS Finger 

Spacer 



The Venom II Xtreme is a smaller; single finger, two finger, or three finger strap setup finger tab 

with all the same features of the Venom Xtreme.  This tab is produced with an over-sized 

cordovan face to accommodate larger hands.  Even with a smaller plate than the Venom Xtreme, 

the large cordovan allows customization of the tab to fit large to small hands.  

Our new Palm Pad is designed to help give the 

archer additional feedback during hooking of 

the string, all the way through release.  This  

component helps improve and maintain  

consistent finger pressure, and helps maintain 

consistent pressure through the entire shot.  This 

is accomplished by providing an additional  

reference point on the rear portion of the palm.  

If the distribution of finger pressure changes, 

the pad will move in the archer’s palm providing 

feedback to the archer.  

The Venom Xtreme Universal Ledge is only available on our Xtreme Line.  It has an  

innovative inline design which allows for a lower lateral profile of the ledge without 

sacrificing any surface area.  Providing for a more stable platform at anchor, and  

reduces friction on the jaw and neck at  release.  



This tab comes complete with a 

CNC aluminum plate, stainless steel 

positive locking buckle, and 

nylon strap.   

 

Equipped the AXIOS Finger Spacer.  

Available in Short, Medium, and 

Long.   

 

Grain oriented cordovan leather 

face or an oil tanned leather face 

options. 

The Venom Original revolutionized finger tabs 

with our patented through the finger spacer 

strap and positive locking buckle design which 

guaranties a secure connection between the tab 

and the archer’s hand.  Our system insures  

stability and consistency from draw through  

release.  

 

Like the Xtreme Tab, this plate has an added slot 

to allow the archer to choose from up to six  

different strap options, and has a improved 

strap transition for a tighter fit. 

 

The Cordovan is oversized to fit even the largest 

hand, and allows a trim-to-fit customization for 

the archer. 

AXIOS Finger 

Spacer 



The Venom II Finger Tab is the second 

generation in the BMA line of finger 

tabs.  This tab has a smaller plate  

which was developed for shooters 

with smaller hands, and for those 

who preferred either a; one, two, or 

three finger strap setup.  It has all 

the same features as the Venom 

Original, just in a compact size. 

 

The two finger strap and spacer  

design allows for easier cinching  

and removal of the Venom II Finger  

Tab.  All Venom II Finger Tabs come 

with our patented Axios Finger Spacer 

available in three different sizes.   

The Venom II is produced with oversized, 

trim-to-fit leather to accommodate shooters 

with larger hands that would prefer to shoot a 

smaller tab plate. 

 

The Venom Original and Venom II come with 

our fully adjustable stainless steel Venom 

Ledge. (Shown in photos) 



Injection molded plastic finger spacer with our 

patented through the spacer strap design 

included on all of the Starter Tabs. 

Our Venom Starter line of tabs are just as 

revolutionary as our top of the line models 

with all the same features.  Employing the 

same design, stability, and consistency, just 

manufactured with economy in mind. 

 

These tabs come with the same spacer, 

strap, and buckle system as our high end  

finger tabs, but are manufactured with an  

injection molded plastic plate.  The leather 

is riveted to the plate, which does not allow 

for replacement of the leather or buckle. 

 

The Starter Tab is available in two levels.  

The Starter Cordovan Elite and the Starter 

Leather. 

Includes two layers 

of  leather.  The face 

is grain oriented 

cordovan leather,  

with a second layer 

of split suede. 

A single layer of 

oil tanned leather 

for ease of use for 

the beginning 

archer. 

Venom Starter - Cordovan Elite Venom Starter - Leather 

Venom Finger Spacer Venom Buckle 

Manufactured by BMA, 

all of our tabs utilize our 

Positive Locking  

Non-Slip Buckle which 

insures a secure  

attachment to the 

archer’s hand. 

Only available from Black 

Mamba Archery 



Traditional 2 HD, (High Density Brass), 

is the culmination of our Target Archery 

Tab technology, Traditional Archery  

Tab design, and High Density Brass. 

 

A 1/8 inch CNC Black Powder Coated Brass 

Plate, Stainless Steel Buckle, and second-to- 

none Horween Cordovan Leather available 

in either a Split or No Split Face. 

 

This tab is engineered for an optional  

add on Modular Brass Weight Plate, 

allowing the archer to add one, two,  

or even three plates to customize the  

weight and feel of this tab. 

 

Only available from Black Mamba Archery. 

T-2 HD 

The Plate has Laser markings along the front edge in 1/16 inch  increments from top to bottom. 

 

A new and innovative design to our patented multi-finger strap and buckle system has produced a 

lower profile required for traditional and barebow shooters. The two position buckle option allows 

the strap to ejects out the bottom of the plate or up toward the top of the plate, (Shown in Photos).  

The buckle is buried into the plate resulting in the lowest profile possible without any loss to a 

tight and secure attachment to the shooter's hand.  One, two or three finger strap setup options. 

Modular Brass Weight Plate sold separately.  

Brass Modular 

Weight Plate 
Buckle Down 

Position 

Buckle Up 

Position 



Our Traditional Tabs are born from the same 

innovative design as the Venom Line of Finger Tabs.  

The same high quality 6061 CNC anodized aluminum 

plate, Stainless Steel Buckle, and second –to-none 

Horween Cordovan Leather. 

 

All of our Traditional Finger Tabs have the new and 

innovative design to our patented multi-finger strap 

and buckle system which has produced a lower profile 

required for traditional and bare bow shooters. 

 

All of our bare bow tabs have the dual position buckle 

option. 

T-1 

T-2 

The T1, T2, and T3 are the most versatile traditional 

tabs on the market with fully replaceable cordovan 

face and backing leather, and can be used in a 

one, two, or three finger strap setup.  Each model 

is available in a no-split or split face option.  

 

Plates are laser marked along the front edge with 

1/16 inch increments from top to bottom. 

T-3 



The Venom Xtreme Universal Ledge has an 

innovative inline design, which allows for a 

lower lateral profile of the ledge without 

sacrificing surface area.  Providing a more 

stable platform at anchor, and reduces  

friction on the jaw and neck at release. 

 

Manufactured out of CNC machined 6061 

aluminum.  Anodized Gunmetal Gray.  The 

Xtreme Ledge is universal left and right 

hand, and will fit any tab on the market.  

The Venom Xtreme Universal Palm Pad is a three  

Dimensional, fully adjustable palm pad with up and 

down, back and forth, and in and out adjustments.  In 

addition to X, Y, and Z axis adjustments, the offset 

triangular Palm Pad can be rotated allowing for 

three different angles on one side, and when flipped 

over, three more.  Six possible angles with an  

infinite number of positions.  Truly, the only fully  

customizable Palm Pad on the market.  

 

Our new Palm Pad is designed to help give the  

archer additional feedback during hooking of the 

string, draw, and all the way through release.  This 

component helps improve and maintain consistent 

finger pressure, and helps maintain that consistent  

pressure through the entire shot.  This is   

accomplished by providing an additional reference 

point on the rear portion of the palm. If the  

distribution of finger pressure changes, the pad will 

move, providing feedback to the archer.  

 

Compatible with all of our previous tabs, Venom 

Original and Venom II, as well as other manufacturer 

tabs on the market. Included are retrofit screws and 

lock nuts as shown in photo. 



Fully adjustable Laser Cut Stainless 

Steel Venom Ledge. 

 

Included with the Venom Original 

and Venom 2 Finger Tabs. 

Our Patented AXIOS Finger Spacer was  

engineered with the archer in mind.  Injected 

molded plastic with our patented through the  

spacer strap design provides unprecedented 

stability allowing unequalled consistency for any 

archer shooting a tab fitted with our AXIOS Finger 

Spacer. 

 

The strap lays in a newly designed slot providing 

a smooth transition across the spacer allowing for 

maxim comfort for the archer. 

 

Available in three sizes; Short, Medium, and Long. 

 

AXIOS Finger Spacers are truly WORTHY of any 

archer at any level. 

 

AXIOS Finger Spacers are available SEPARATELY. 



Replacement Cordovan Face 

• Venom Xtreme, Venom Xtreme HD, Venom II Xtreme 

• Venom Original, Venom II 

• Traditional 1, Traditional 2, Traditional 2 HD, Traditional 3 

• SIZE  -  Trim-To-Fit 

• Grain Oriented Cordovan Leather 

Replacement Strap 

• SIZE  -  Trim-To-Fit 

• 3/8 Inch Nylon Webbing 

• Stainless Steel Button Head Screw Included 

Bow Square/Sunglasses Holster  
• Color - Black or Brown 

• Doubles as a Sunglasses Holster 

• Oil Tanned Leather 

Replacement Backing Leather 

• Venom Xtreme, Venom Xtreme HD, Venom II Xtreme 

• Venom Original, Venom II 

• Traditional 1, Traditional 2, Traditional 2 HD, Traditional 3 

• SIZE  -  Trim-To-Fit 

• Split Swede Leather 



Three Finger Options 

Two Finger Options 

One Finger Option 



Phone: (657) 464-3086 

E-mail: bmavenom@gmail.com 

Black Mamba Archery 
18685 Main St. Suite 132 

Huntington Beach, CA 92648 

United States of America 

www.blackmambaarchery.com 

www.bma-online.com 




